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Concept         :  Review er says "r" and comes at the

      end of words.

Day 78 Sight Word             : sure   Ending        : ed, es

Snuggly              was a dwarf           who worked in a mine.  One day

Snuggly              the dwarf           could not find his work hat      .  He was not

sure      where he put       it.  He looked and looked for it.  It was

not by his hammer             .  It was not under          his supper            chair        .

I wonder             if it is lost      ! said Snuggly             .*  He sat down         and

started             to cry      .  Then he started             to smile        .   His hat       was on

his head        !  Silly       , silly, silly Snuggly             ! 

/54

1.  What was the dwarf’s job?

      * a cook

      * a miner

      * a carpenter

2.  A good name for this story is:

      * The Lost Hat

      * The Dwarf

      * The Miner

3.  Snuggly's hat was__________________.

      * lost for good

      * on his head

      * under his chair /3

Name_____________
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1. Put the story events               in order using numbers.

_____  Snuggly started to cry.

_____ Snuggly looked for his hat.

_____ The hat was on Snuggly’s head.

_____ Snuggly lost his hat.

2. Look at the picture. Read the words and circle the matching one.
NEW: two syllable words and challenging vocabulary begin in this activity today

3. Mark the words:

R - Regular Vowel (short vowel)

B - Bumper (long vowel with silent e)

M - Mouse Words (long vowel with two vowels together)

4.  poled____

5.  grated ___

6  floated___

7. chained___

8. tested ___

9. stoked___

10. melted___

11. chucked __

12. beats____

1. rails

2. crunched

3.  sloped ___

seals seeds

seems seeps

oaks oats

plans coats

pumpkins pump

punches pluck

plans plains

planed plants

bullet bull

bully ball

roses rises

ruse roams

balls bales

blast bowls

raise rates

rains rails


